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Abstract. This paper presents an extension of [1], by the same author, on an
advanced body reference frame calibration method for 3-axis MEMS accelerom-
eters using the total field approach. The extension consists in improving the cal-
ibration method by removing restrictions imposed on the positioning apparatus,
providing a detailed comparison between several sensor frame error models, and
providing additional details on the suggested thermal model with a study of its per-
formance in the thermal compensation of MEMS accelerometers. As mentioned
in [1], the proposed method solves the misalignment between the sensor reference
frame and body reference frame without known stimuli, unlike prior work by other
authors. Thermally compensated body reference frame calibrations are an absolute
must in demanding applications such as inertial navigation and directional drilling.
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1 Introduction
MEMS accelerometers are microsensors used in a wide variety of applications,

ranging from personal electronics to inertial navigation systems.
Characteristics such as cost, small size and low power consumption make them very

appealing in many applications, however, their out-of-the-box biases, scale factors,
misalignment errors, and more importantly, their variation with the temperature, can
seldom be tolerated. These undesirable characteristics drive the need for calibration
and thermal compensation.

For accelerometers measuring low accelerations (e.g. up to approximately ± 60
m/s2), calibration methods usually consist of positioning the them versus the grav-
ity, acquiring uncalibrated readings, then computing the calibration coefficients. Such
methods can be broadly separated into two classes: one relying on the invariance of the
gravity, referenced herein as total field, and one relying on known stimuli.

Total field methods have the advantage of not requiring known input stimuli, mean-
ing that accurate positioning of the accelerometer in the gravitational field is not needed.
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In essence, the total field methods impose the constraint that the modulus of the grav-
ity, as computed from the corrected sensor readings, is constant regardless of the ac-
celerometer triads orientation. This usually results in nonlinear equations that need to
be solved through numerical methods. Alternatively, the nonlinear equations can be
linearized through variable substitution, however, such methods solve the substitution
variables in the least squares sense, not the original ones.

In prior work, the immunity of total field methods to specific accelerometer triad
orientations also meant that the information tying the body reference frame to the sen-
sor reference frame was lost. For example, in [2], [3], [4], [5], and [6] the authors
provide just sensor frame calibration methods.

While satisfying the constant gravity modulus constraint, sensor frames are artifi-
cial reference frames derived from the non-orthogonal sensor input axes (IA, see [7]
for definition) through orthogonalization. They differ from the body reference frame
defined by the sensor input reference axes (IRA, see [7] for definition), by an unknown
rotation. On the other hand, methods relying on known stimuli have the advantage
of producing body reference frame calibrations This is usually done by solving a lin-
ear system of equations through linear regression, which is far less complex than the
methods employed in the total field methods.

However, the known stimuli used in computation differ from the real stimuli due
to positioning and/or leveling errors, which are propagated into the calibration coeffi-
cients. Prior work relying on known stimuli is covered in [7], [9], [10], and [11].

The method presented herein combines the advantages of the total field and known
stimuli classes, while avoiding their pitfalls. This is achieved by using a 3-step ap-
proach:

1. Calibration in the sensor reference frame using the total field approach;

2. Alignment of the sensor and body reference frames along their Z axes using a
novel approach;

3. Alignment of the sensor and body reference frames along their X (and implic-
itly Y) axes using a novel approach.

While the first step is similar to methods used in [4] and elsewhere, the next two
steps represent original work, introduced in [1], that achieves body frame calibrations.

While the principles of body frame calibrations have been outlined in [1], that paper
did not provide details on certain aspects related to the sensor reference frame error
model and the thermal modeling and compensation.

These aspects, together with improvements of the original algorithm, such as solv-
ing the attitude through the Gauss-Newton algorithm in steps 2 and 3, are discussed in
this paper.

2 Sensor Frame Error Models

2.1 Original Sensor Frame Error Model Formulation
This section explains the formulation for the sensor frame error model that was

originally introduced in [1].
This error model is used to solve for the scale factors, biases and misalignments

in the sensor reference frame and to perform partial corrections of the raw sensor data
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prior to the next calibration step, the alignment of the sensor and body reference frames
along their Z axes.

The sensor frame error model expresses the corrected readings in the sensor ref-
erence frame as a function of the uncorrected readings, the orthonormalization matrix
and sensor biases:

USF = uMSF −BSF (1)

Where: USF, is the row vector of true accelerations in the sensor reference frame;
u, is the row vector of raw sensor readings;MSF, is the symmetric orthonormalization
matrix, containing 6 independent coefficients comprised of scale factors and misalign-
ments1; andBSF, is the row vector of sensor biases.

Equation (1) can be written in expanded format as:

XSF = xmxx + ymxy + zmxz − bx

YSF = xmxy + ymyy + zmyz − by

ZSF = xmxz + ymyz + zmzz − bz

(2)

Between the orthonormalization matrix and the biases vector, the sensor reference
frame error model has just 9 independent coefficients.

In this paper, the row vector notation is used for the corrected and raw sensor read-
ings. The next sections discuss alternate sensor frame error models, including ones
using the column notation.

2.2 Alternate Sensor Frame Error Model 1
In other work, such as [3], the authors use a lower triangular orthogonalization ma-

trix and isolate the scale factors in a different matrix. The error model in this reference
is:

uk = RkSkT k(yk − bk) (3)

Where: uk, is the measured physical quantities; Rk, is the rotation matrix that
transforms the sensor readings in the orthogonal sensitivity axes; Sk, is the scale factor,
diagonal matrix; T k, is the lower triangular Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization matrix;
yk, is the sensor voltage readings; and bk, is the bias vector.

Since Rk transitions from the sensor reference frame to the body reference frame,
it can be disregarded for the purpose of this analysis. The remaining components of the
error model shown in (3) have just 9 independent coefficients (skx, sky, skz, αk, βk, γk,
bkx, bky, and bkz), just like the error model (1) proposed in this paper.

2.3 Alternate Sensor Frame Error Model 2
In [5], the authors also use a symmetric orthonormalization matrix, however, they

employ the column vector notation and have the biases inside the parentheses:

A = S(V −O) (4)

Where: A, is the acceleration vector expressed in the sensor local reference system;
S, is the scale factors and misalignments matrix, with Sxy = Syx, Sxz = Szx and
Syz = Szy; andO, is the bias vector.

1In the context of this paper, sensor frame misalignments compound mechanical misalignments caused
by limitations in the manufacturing processes (i.e. mounting tolerances) and sensor cross-axis sensitivities,
caused by the sensor physics (i.e. deflections of the proof mass in directions orthogonal to the hinge axis).
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2.4 Alternate Sensor Frame Error Model 3
In [6], the authors use a skew-symmetric orthogonalization matrix:

Y i = αRyi + β (5)

Where: α, is the diagonal scale factors matrix;R, is the skew-symmetric misalign-
ment terms matrix; and β, is the zero-bias vector.

2.5 Alternate Sensor Frame Error Model 4
Finally, in [12], the authors use an upper triangular sensor skewing matrix:

B1 = A1B (6)

Where: B1, is the projection to the non-orthogonal coordinate system; A1, is a
3 × 3 upper triangular matrix which transforms the vector from the ideal orthogonal
coordinate system to the non-orthogonal system; andB, is the ideal orthogonal vector.

While model (6) is still equivalent to (1), it expresses the corrupted reading as a
function of the true stimulus.

2.6 Equivalence of Orthogonalization Matrices
To demonstrate the equivalence of the several forms of orthogonalization matrices,

we start from the following generic error model, which, based on the previous sections,
is equivalent, algebraically-wise, with the presented error models:

U i = SiM i(ui −Bi) (7)

Where, U i is the vector of corrected sensor readings for model i = 1 − 3, Si

is the scale factors diagonal matrix for model i; M i is the orthogonalization matrix
for model i (with M1 a symmetric orthogonalization matrix, M2 a skew-symmetric
orthogonalization matrix,M3 a lower triangular orthogonalization matrix, andM4 an
upper triangular orthogonalization matrix); ui is the vector of raw sensor readings for
model i; andBi is the sensor biases vector for model i.

To demonstrate the equivalence of these forms, we employ the QR decomposition
[13]:

M i = QiRi (8)

Where M i is a square matrix; Qi is an orthogonal matrix; and Ri is an upper
triangular matrix. In other words, except for the multiplicative Qi matrix, M1, M2,
andM3 are equivalent toM4.

However, orthogonal matricesQi are also rotation matrices in the three-dimensional
space. Therefore, the various forms of sensor frame error models differ by an arbitrary
rotation which is not a problem since any sensor reference frame differs from the body
reference frame by an arbitrary rotation.

3 Body Frame Error Models
This section introduces the body frame error model. The rotation between the sen-

sor frame and body frame is decomposed as follows:

UBF = USFRXYRZ (9)
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Where UBF, (10), is the vector of accelerations in the body frame, USF, is the
vector of corrected accelerations in the sensor reference frame,RXY, (11), the rotation
about the X and Y axes needed to align the sensor frame and body frame Z axes, and
RZ, (12) the rotation about the Z axis needed to align the X and Y axes of the sensor
reference frame to the corresponding axes of the body reference frame.

UBF =
[
XBF YBF ZBF

]
(10)

RXY =

cos θ sinϕ sin θ − cosϕ sin θ
0 cosϕ sinϕ

sin θ − sinϕ cos θ cosϕ cos θ

 (11)

RZ =

cosψ − sinψ 0
sinψ cosψ 0
0 0 1

 (12)

4 Calibration Method

4.1 Sensor Frame Calibration

This calibration step relies on the invariance of the gravitational vector:

G2 = X2
SF + Y 2

SF + Z2
SF (13)

Where G is the gravitational acceleration and XSF, YSF, and ZSF are the accel-
erations experienced in the orthogonal sensor reference frame.

Substituting (2) in (13) leads to:

G2 =(xmxx + ymxy + zmxz − bx)
2+

(xmxy + ymyy + zmyz − by)
2+

(xmxz + ymyz + zmzz − bz)
2

(14)

This equation is nonlinear in mxx, mxy, mxz, myy, myz, mzz, bx, by, and bz. A
minimum of N = 9 accelerometer readings, taken at independent orientations, are
needed to solve for these variables.

Although this calibration step does not impose additional constraints on the ac-
celerometer orientations, it is convenient for the next calibration steps to orient the
accelerometer by rotating it around its body frame axes as shown in Figure 1 and Ta-
ble I.

The specific angles between the body frame axes and gravity do not need to be
known however, the rotation axes Px1, Py2, and Pz3, marked with asterisk (*) in Table I,
must keep their angles versus gravity constant during the corresponding rotations.

In [1], although rotation increments other 45◦ were also possible, an integral num-
ber of diametrically opposite position pairs were required.

This restriction has been since removed and, although it is seemingly just a minor
improvement, it does remove an important restriction on the positioning apparatus: the
necessity to perform accurate relative positioning!
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Fig. 1: Accelerometer rotations for calibration

Table I - Suggested calibration positions
No. X Axis Position Y Axis Position Z Axis Position
1 Px1

∗ ≈ horizontala Py1 ≈ horizontala Pz1 ≈ verticala

2 Px1
∗ Py1 + 45◦b Pz1 + 45◦b

3 Px1
∗ Py1 + 90◦b Pz1 + 90◦b

4 Px1
∗ Py1 + 135◦b Pz1 + 135◦b

5 Px1
∗ Py1 + 180◦b Pz1 + 180◦b

6 Px1
∗ Py1 + 225◦b Pz1 + 225◦b

7 Px1
∗ Py1 + 270◦b Pz1 + 270◦b

8 Px1
∗ Py1 + 315◦b Pz1 + 315◦b

9 Px2 ≈ horizontala Py2
∗ ≈ horizontala Pz2 ≈ verticala

10 Px2 + 45◦b Py2
∗ Pz2 + 45◦b

11 Px2 + 90◦b Py2
∗ Pz2 + 90◦b

12 Px2 + 135◦b Py2
∗ Pz2 + 135◦b

13 Px2 + 180◦b Py2
∗ Pz2 + 180◦b

14 Px2 + 225◦b Py2
∗ Pz2 + 225◦b

15 Px2 + 270◦b Py2
∗ Pz2 + 270◦b

16 Px2 + 315◦b Py2
∗ Pz2 + 315◦b

17 Px3 ≈ horizontala Py3 ≈ horizontala Pz3
∗ ≈ verticala

18 Px3 + 45◦b Py3 + 45◦b Pz3
∗

19 Px3 + 90◦b Py3 + 90◦b Pz3
∗

20 Px3 + 135◦b Py3 + 135◦b Pz3
∗

21 Px3 + 180◦b Py3 + 180◦b Pz3
∗

22 Px3 + 225◦b Py3 + 225◦b Pz3
∗

23 Px3 + 270◦b Py3 + 270◦b Pz3
∗

24 Px3 + 315◦b Py3 + 315◦b Pz3
∗

a The exact values of Pxi, Pyi, and Pzi do not need to be known.
b The suggested angles are nominal values and do not need to be in exact 45◦ increments
for the algorithm to work.

The nonlinear system can be solved with the Gauss-Newton algorithm, covered in
detail in [14], using the following cost function:

fSF (m,ui) =(xmxx + ymxy + zmxz − bx)
2+

(xmxy + ymyy + zmyz − by)
2+

(xmxz + ymyz + zmzz − bz)
2 − G2

(15)

Where m = (mxx,myy,mzz,mxy,mxz,myz, bx, by, bz) is the nine-variable solu-
tion, ui =

[
xi yi zi

]
are the sensor readings at positions i = 1...24; and G is the
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gravitational acceleration at the calibration site. G can be obtained from the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and other sources.

4.2 Z Axis Alignment
This calibration step relies on rotating the accelerometer around its body frame Z

axis, as shown in Figure 2. Due to the sensor to body frame misalignment, the locus
of sensor frame Z axis will be a cone. This misalignment is typically caused by the
manufacturing assembly tolerances.

Fig. 2: Locus of sensor frame Z axis before its alignment

From (9) we extract the UZA component which describes the alignment between
the sensor and body frames on the Z axis:

UZA = USFRXY (16)

Expanding (16) and retaining just the equation corresponding to the Z axis leads
to:

ZBF = −XSF cosϕ sin θ + YSF sinϕ+ ZSF cosϕ cos θ (17)

This equation is nonlinear in ϕ and θ, the two rotations about the X and Y axes
required to align the sensor frame and body frame Z axes. An overdetermined system
of equations can be formed with a data subset from Table I, positions 17 − 24. The
nonlinear system can be solved with the Gauss-Newton algorithm using the following
cost function:

fZA(USF, ϕ, θ, az) = −XSFi cosϕ sin θ + YSFi sinϕ+ ZSFi cosϕ cos θ − az (18)

Where USFi, are the sensor frame corrected readings at positions i = 17 . . . 24 of
Table I; ϕ and θ are the correction angles, as defined before; and az is the acceleration
in the body frame Z axis at the specific attitude.

In [1], computing az took advantage of the equally spaced positions outlined in
Table I and of small angle approximations. In that approach, az was computed as the
average of the USFi readings.

However, this paper considers az as one of the variables that needs to be solved for
in the Gauss-Newton algorithm. As mentioned above, this is a major improvement as it
does eliminate the requirement of having a positioning apparatus with accurate relative
positioning.
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4.3 X Axis Alignment
This calibration step relies on rotating the accelerometer around its X axis, as shown

in Figure 3. After the Z axis alignment correction (16) is applied, the locus of sensor
frame X axis will be a cone due to the remaining sensor frame to body frame misalign-
ment.

Equation (9) can be re-written as:

UBF = UZARZ (19)

Expanding (19) and retaining just the equation for the body frame X axis leads to:

XBF = XZA cosψ − YZA sinψ (20)

This equation is nonlinear in ψ, the rotation about the Z axis required to align the
sensor reference frame X and Y axes to the corresponding axes of the body reference
frame.

Fig. 3: Locus of sensor frame X axis before its alignment

An overdetermined system of equations can be formed data from Table I, positions
i = 1− 8, corrected with (1) and (16).

The nonlinear system can be solved with the Gauss-Newton algorithm using the
following cost function:

fXYA(UZAi, ψ, ax) = Xi cosψ − Yi sinψ − ax (21)

Where UZAi, (22) are the Z axis corrected readings; ψ is the correction angle, as
defined before; and ax is the acceleration in the body frame X axis.

UZAi =
[
Xi Yi

]
(22)

In [1], computing ax took advantage of the equally spaced positions outlined in
Table I and of small angle approximations. In that case the computation of ax consisted
in averaging the UZAi readings.

This paper removes this restriction by making ax one of the variables solved with
the Gauss Newton algorithm. As mentioned above, this is a major improvement as it
does eliminate the requirement of having a positioning apparatus with accurate relative
positioning.
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4.4 Body Frame Corrections
Through algebraic manipulations, (9) can be rewritten as follows and be used for

body frame corrections:
UBF = uMBF −BBF (23)

Where UBF, (10), is the vector of body frame corrected readings; MBF, is the
body frame scale factors and misalignment matrix, with 9 independent coefficients
(as opposed to MSF,MBF is no longer symmetrical); u, is the vector of raw sensor
readings; andBBF, is the body frame biases vector.

5 Simulations and Experimental Results
The described calibration method was prototyped in SciLab with various sensor

noise levels, scale factors, biases, misalignments, and calibration equipment leveling
errors and was proven to be robust.

Following successful simulation results, calibrations were applied to a SCA3100-
D04 3-axis MEMS accelerometer used in inertial measurement units (IMU). The ex-
perimental setup consisted of a 2-axis position table, with thermal chamber, model
1572PG-20-28-TL (see Figure 4 and Figure 5).

Fig. 4: Experimental setup

Fig. 5: View inside the thermal chamber

The Gauss-Newton optimizations converged rapidly, in 6 to 11 iterations, depend-
ing on the calibration step, with the minimum number of iterations for the sensor frame
calibration and the maximum number of iterations for the X axis alignment.

To assess the proposed methods effectiveness, the same accelerometer was also
calibrated using a known stimuli method and a sensor frame only method and then the
results were compared for two composite measurements: total field and inclination.
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Additionally, in order to prove the proposed calibration methods robustness, a cal-
ibration equipment leveling error of 0.1◦ was introduced intentionally.

Figure 6 shows the total field measurement errors in three calibration scenarios. In
this case, the known stimuli calibration method results in the largest error. This is due
to the calibration equipment leveling error.

Fig. 6: Total field error

The sensor frame and the new calibration methods produce identical, lower errors.
This is to be expected because sensor frame to body frame misalignments are rotations
with norm 1.

The inclination measurement errors in three calibration scenarios are shown in Fig-
ure 7. In this case, the sensor frame calibration method has the largest error. This is
due to the sensor to body frame misalignment.

Fig. 7: Inclination error

The known stimuli calibration has the second largest error. This error is due to the
calibration equipments leveling error introduced intentionally to illustrate this behavior.

The new calibration method results in the smallest error, being free of sensor frame
to body frame misalignments and being also immune to the calibration equipments
leveling error.

6 Thermal Modeling
Although [1] did not cover the temperature dependency in detail, it proposed a

polynomial modeling scheme.
Unlike the other error models presented herein, polynomial modeling does not at-

tempt to reflect the fundamental physics phenomena. Instead, polynomial modeling
attempts to represent in a computationally simple way the observed behavior.
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6.1 Polynomial Modeling Formulation
The polynomial thermal modeling can be expressed as:

k(t) = ak0 + a1t+ a2t
2 + · · ·+ ant

n (24)

Where k(t) is the modeled coefficient; aki, i=0...n are the polynomial coefficients cor-
responding to k (the k superscript does not represent the power notation in this case);
ti, i=0...n represent the powers of t, the temperature; and n is the polynomial order.

6.2 Initial Polynomial Modeling Evaluation
Before assessing the performance of the polynomial modeling, initial observations

were made to assess the general behavior of the various calibration coefficients with
temperature and how well a 3rd order polynomial modeling fits the real values. Figure
8 shows the typical temperature dependency of the scale factors, Figure 9 shows the
typical temperature dependency of the misalignment coefficients, and Figure 10 shows
the typical temperature dependency of the biases.

Fig. 8: Typical scale factors temperature dependency

Fig. 9: Typical misalignments temperature dependency

From Figure 8 through Figure 10 it can be seen that a 3rd order polynomial seems
to be a good fit. The model accuracy is studied in the following subsections.

6.3 Polynomial Modeling Residual Errors
In order to assess the fidelity of the polynomial modeling, 28 IMUs containing 3-

axis accelerometers were tested at 5 temperatures. The polynomial coefficients for 3rd
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Fig. 10: Typical biases temperature dependency

order polynomials were computed for each of the 12 calibration coefficients and each
one of the 28 accelerometer triads.

It can be seen that, for most part, the residual errors are fairly small. For example,
most of the bias residuals are in the order of magnitude of 10−4 g (≈ 10−3 m/s2)
while the scale factor residuals are in the order of magnitude of 10−4 g/g.

6.4 Selecting the Appropriate Polynomial Order
The experiment outlined in the previous section relied on 5 temperature points. The

5 temperature points allow modeling up to 4th order polynomials. Since a 4th order
polynomial can be made to go exactly through the 5 points, the residuals in that case
would be zero (up to rounding errors caused by computation).

However, higher order polynomials sometimes exhibit steep swings between the
data points, therefore it is not necessarily better to use them. This is evident in Figure
11 and Figure 12 where some of the coefficients have been modeled with 4th order
polynomials (shown in dash-dot line).

Fig. 11: Modeling scale factors temperature dependency with 4th order polynomials

The order of the polynomial determines the number of inflexion points and thus,
indirectly, the ability of the polynomial to steer through or close to the data points.
The higher the order, the more inflexion points (3rd order polynomials have 1 inflexion
point, 4th order polynomials have 2 such points etc.). With the number of inflexion
points increases also the polynomial’s ability to ”flex” sharply in order to meet the data
points.
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Fig. 12: Modeling biases temperature dependency with 4th order polynomials

Sometimes, a temperature dependency study needs to be performed over a large
number of temperatures to determine the true shape of the temperature dependency
and select not only a proper polynomial order but also the reduced set of temperatures
based on which that polynomial should be determined.

7 Practical Considerations
Due to its immunity to leveling errors, the presented calibration method is also

suitable for field calibrations.
Corrections using (23) use just additions and multiplications and can be efficiently

implemented in microcontrollers.
The presented calibration method can also be extended to other field-sensing de-

vices such as magnetometers. This was partially addressed in [15].
The thermal compensation presented herein can be efficiently implemented in mi-

crocontrollers using just basic arithmetic operations. The microcontroller can store just
the polynomial coefficients associated to each calibration term (i.e. scale factor, mis-
alignment and bias) and calculate their values at run-time, based on the temperature
sensor readings.
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